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Tour Schedule of Spiti Valley
Spiti Valley is Ladakh's lesser known neighbor and is practically a cold mountain desert which
invites travellers who dare to drift away from the usual leisure trips. Spiti Valley boasts of
picturesque landscapes and remotely tucked away villages in the mighty, barren midlands of
Himalayas. It is in Spiti Valley that one can hike along Snow Leopard and Himalayan Wolf
habitats and pay a visit to 1000 year old monastery. Spiti Valley offers a fascinating culture and
cuisine which stands apart from the rest of the country.
Spiti Valley has the harshest of the weather but kindest of the people! Its amazing to see this
unique combination - which only Spiti Valley has to offer. Spiti Valley remains cut off from the
rest of India for 6 months of the year. Its almost impossible for one to reach Spiti Valley even
through the Shimla - Kinnaur pass during other times of the year. Best possible months to visit
Spiti Valley are from mid May to September.
In the name Spiti Valley - Spiti literally means middle land as it is bordered by Tibet in the
east, Ladakh to the north, Kinnaur to the south east and Lahaul and Kullu to the south.
Situated at an average height of around 12,500 feet above mean sea level, Spiti lies along the
Himalayan river of the same name. Cut off from the tourist map because of its remoteness,
Spiti Valley, along with its twin valley of Lahaul, has retained its pristine charm. Another
interesting fact about Spiti Valley is that Spiti Valley get Sunshine for only about 250 days a
year!
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Time table of Spiti Valley
Day
First
First
First
First
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Third
Third
Third
Third
Third
Third
Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
Fifth
Fifth
Fifth
Sixth

Detail
Start the day with breakfast post which you can drive to Barsheni crossing Kasol on the way.
Traverse through dense woods and arrive at the lush verdant pastureland of Khirganga
decorated with sulphur springs and a few eating joints around.
This is where your day s trek comes to an end.
Settle down in camps for the night.
Hike across the various meadows that will include both ascents and descents.
While most part of the trek will comprise of forests, you will land the lush meadows of
TundaBhuj.
On arriving here, catch sight of the gigantic granite cliffs that overlook verdant prairies.
At the end of the trek, experience the thrill of crossing the river with a Pulley Bridge.
End your day s trek here by setting up camp and unwinding in the comfort of your tents.
After having breakfast, head out on your trek which will entail some thrilling river crossings.
Experience crossing over a boulder on a stream and then over the waters of the Parvati River on
Pandu Bridge comprising of a massive rock and a stone staircase on one side.
These river crossings are thrilling because sometimes the guides might not provide you with
ropes.
Set up your camps here and enjoy a good night s rest to be fresh for the next day s trek.
Arrive at the visual delight of OdyThach bestowed with expansive pastures and the mighty
KulluEiger peak that overlooks it.
Come across a few shepherds here and interact with them to learn about the local cultures.
After Breakfast start off with the trek along the river.
This day s trail will comprise of flat terrains and only in the end will you experience a lateral
climb.
After completing the climb, arrive at a small temple located amidst beautiful environs.
Here you can spend some time after which you can head towards the campsite cutting across
small rivulets.
End your day s trek here and cuddle up in your tents for the night.
Relaxation Day at Mantalai
Spend the entire day resting and acclimatizing to the altitude. Refresh all of your batteries in
order to get pumped for the challenging next few days.
Evening enjoy boat ride at Hussain sugar, Laser show of Lumbini Garden.
Start the day s adventure by cutting through a few rivers and then move on to ascend a steep
terrain whose trails are missing in some parts and incomplete in the others.
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Sixth
Sixth
Sixth
Sixth
Sixth
Sixth
Seventh
Seventh
Seventh
Seventh
Seventh
Seventh
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Ninth
Ninth
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Before ending the trek, surpass a region comprising of moraines to arrive at a snowy section.
This is where you can set up camp for the night.
Since the region might comprise of snow, you might have to camp on frozen territory.
The guides will go for a recee and check up on the trails that lie ahead in this trekking journey to
the pass.
The backdrop of this campsite is breathtaking and is laden with glaciers, moraines
complimented with what seems like the distant echoes of an avalanche.
Due to the strenuous nature of the next day s trek, tuck into your cosy tents early to get enough
rest.
After an early rise make a collective decision based on the weather conditions on the start time
to head out.
This would be around 2 to 5:00 AM. This day s trek will be a long one cutting across snowy
patches and hour-long steep ascends towards the peak of the pass.
It is here when you can cherish the mesmeric panoramic visuals of frozen white snow and the
surrounding peaks.
Trek downhill from here through rocky trails and river crossings while surpassing the Pin River
on the way in Spiti Valley.
Arrive at the campsite and reward yourselves with a brewing hot cup of tea as you reminisce the
day s trekking journey.
Settle down your camps here for the night and enjoy cuddling up in the comfort of your tents.
This day s trek will entail a smooth and charming trail enhanced by the Spiti Valley that serves as
the backdrop.
This picturesque setting is further accentuated by the expansive pastures, mountains and the
Pin River meandering beside the trail.
As you move ahead on the trek, come across shepherds camping in these scenic environs and
the gushing waters of the streams flowing by.
This is when you can also witness the Mudh Village in all its appealing glory.
Upon reaching Mudh, spend some quality time with the locals in this cosy little hamlet before
taking a 2 hour drive off to Kaza.
You will be checked into a hotel in Kaza where a warm bed and a hot shower will be awaiting
you.
Relish a delectable breakfast and head out on a car journey to Manali en route the Kunzum pass
and Rohtang Pass.
Bid adieu to the scenic environs of the Himalayas and depart the place to continue onwards
with your journey home.
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Pricing
Ex New Delhi
Joining & Leaving

Reporting at New Delhi Airport/Railway Station

INR 26999/-

Note: GST 5.00% (Government Tax) on total package price.

For Booking
For Booki g, please for ard your a e, passe gers a e a d age ith date o 0 0
6. Trips 60% of the
total a ou t should e gi e i ad a e a d the rest 0% should e gi e after ti ket o fir atio .
Ba

De ai . (NEFT/Transfer

in Cash)

Bank
Account number
Account Name
IFSC Code
Branch Details

Jana SevaSahakari Bank Ltd.
03021002912
EZII VENTURES
JANA0000003
Shanipar Branch, First floor, Mahalaxmi Market, Shukravarpeth, Pune 411002
*(Please notify via SMS to 9028022336 after transfer)*

Bank
Account number
Account Name
IFSC Code
Branch Details

ICICI Bank Ltd
338605000025
EZII VENTURES
ICIC0003386
NULL STOP BRANCH
*(Please notify via SMS to 9028022336 after transfer)*
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Our Other Tours
1. Dwarka Somnath Girnar
2. Chardham
3. Amarnath Yatra
4. Pithapur Kuravpur Dattadham Yatra
5. Vaishno Devi
6. Uttar Vahini Narmada Parikrama
7. HimayalaDarshan
8. Indore Ujjain Omkareshwar
9. Madurai Rameshwaram Kanyakumari
10. Amritsar Dharamshala Dalhousie Vaishnodevi
11. Kashmir
12. Shimla Kulu Manali
13. Kerala Munnar
14. Mathura Vrindavan Agra
15. Tirupati Yatra
16. Misty Nainital
17. Anandwan Hemalkasa Tadoba
18. Enchanting Kerala
19. Hyderabad Ramoji Film City Golconda-Charminar
20. Arunachal Pradesh
21. Thailand
22. Kenya Safari
23. Thailand Economy Tour

And many more!Eziitours – BilkulEasy!
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